Q1 trading update
30 june 2017

Comparable retail sales by region
Retail sales £478m, +3% underlying and +13% reported growth
Comp sales growth +4%
Mid single-digit percentage growth in Asia Pacific
•

•
•

Mainland China delivered mid-teens percentage growth
Hong Kong continued to improve
Korea remained challenging impacted by the macro environment

High single-digit percentage growth in EMEIA
•
•
•

Continued strength in the UK but decelerated towards the end of the quarter
Weakness in some areas of Continental Europe such as Italy
The Middle East remained challenging impacted by the macro environment

Low single-digit percentage decline in the Americas
•
•

Conversion in the US improved, partially mitigating the negative footfall trends
Relative strength of the USD
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Key strategic pillars
Revenue Drivers

Product Focus

Mid teens growth in large
leather goods
Tropical gabardine
outperforming
Reduced SKUs further by
>10%
Strategic partnership
with Coty on track to
complete October 2017

Productive Space

OPTIMISING EFFICIENCY

E-commerce Leadership

Operational Excellence

Improved conversion in all
regions

Direct to consumer sales
growth

Burberry Business
Services on schedule start
being operational by
October

-

-

-

On-going strength from
returning top customers

Mobile now c. 40% of
revenues

-

-

On track to deliver £50m
of cumulative cost savings
in FY 2018

New POS system
implemented in UK

App launched in five
countries

New product lifecycle
management tool
implemented

Inspired People

New responsibility
strategy launched
New Burberry Materials
Future Research Group
launched
Further strengthened team
with experienced hires
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FY 2018 summary OUTLOOK

Sales

Profit

Retail

Focus on existing store productivity, no net contribution from new space

Wholesale

H1 wholesale expected to be broadly flat year-on-year
H2 wholesale expected to decline year-on-year

Licensing

Up 20% underlying including new Beauty licence from H2

Adjusted PBT

Guidance maintained at constant FX rates

FX

c. £25m* negative impact of FX on adjusted PBT
(incremental £5m benefit vs previous guidance)

* Effective rates as at 30 June 2017, taking into account the current hedged positions
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Newest product resonating well in
Industry increasingly driven by fashion
—
new talent complementing existing teams
in product, regions and broader
capabilities

—
focus on brand, products and execution of
plans to capitalise on opportunities ahead
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DISCLAIMER
The financial information contained in this presentation is unaudited.
Certain statements made in this presentation are forward-looking statements. Such statements are based on current expectations and are
subject to a number of risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from any expected future results in
forward-looking statements. Burberry Group plc undertakes no obligation to update these forward-looking statements and will not
publicly release any revisions it may make to these forward-looking statements that may result from events or circumstances arising after
the date of this document. Nothing in this presentation should be construed as a profit forecast. All persons, wherever located, should
consult any additional disclosures that Burberry Group plc may make in any regulatory announcements or documents which it publishes.
All persons, wherever located, should take note of these disclosures. This presentation does not constitute an invitation to underwrite,
subscribe for or otherwise acquire or dispose of any Burberry Group plc shares, in the UK, or in the US, or under the US Securities Act
1933 or in any other jurisdiction.
Burberry is listed on the London Stock Exchange (BRBY.L) and is a constituent of the FTSE 100 index. ADR symbol OTC:BURBY.
BURBERRY, the Equestrian Knight Device and the Burberry Check are trademarks belonging to Burberry which are registered and
enforced worldwide.
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Alternative performance measures

All metrics and commentary in this presentation are at reported FX and exclude adjusting items unless stated otherwise.
Underlying performance is presented in this document as, in the opinion of the Directors, it provides additional understanding of the
ongoing performance of the Group. Underlying performance is calculated before adjusting items and removes the effect of changes in
exchange rates compared to the prior period. This takes into account both the impact of the movement in exchange rates on the
translation of overseas subsidiaries’ results and on foreign currency procurement and sales through the Group's UK supply chain.
Comparable sales is the year-on-year change in sales from stores trading over equivalent time periods and measured at constant foreign
exchange rates. It also includes online sales.
Certain financial data within this presentation have been rounded.
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Exchange rates

--- Forecast effective rates for FY 2018 ---

Average exchange rates

28 April
2017

FY 2017

£1=

30 June
2017

Euro

1.15

1.19

1.19

US Dollar

1.30

1.29

1.30

Chinese Yuan Renminbi

8.80

8.89

8.73

Hong Kong Dollar

10.12

10.02

10.11

Korean Won

1,482

1,458

1,487
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IR CONTACTS

Charlotte Cowley

Horseferry House

VP, Investor Relations

Horseferry Road

charlotte.cowley@burberry.com

London
SW1P 2AW

Annabel Gleeson

Tel: +44 (0)20 3367 3524

Senior Investor Relations Manager
annabel.gleeson@burberry.com

www.burberryplc.com
www.burberry.com

Bryony Dimmer

www.twitter.com/burberrycorp

Investor Relations Manager

artofthetrench.burberry.com

bryony.dimmer@burberry.com

www.facebook.com/burberry
www.twitter.com/burberry

Megan Povey

www.youtube.com/burberry

Investor Relations Coordinator

www.instagram.com/burberry

megan.povey@burberry.com

http://weibo.com/burberry
https://plus.google.com/+Burberry
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